CHRIS ROE
President of the SPR, Prof. Chris Roe, asks ‘What Have We Learned from Case Collections?’, focusing on his work with the Alister Hardy and J.B. Priestley (pictured) archives.

MARY ROSE BARRINGTON
Prof. John Poynton, Crystal Ashley and Betty Markwick share memories of long-serving SPR member Mary Rose Barrington.

VIETNAM
In ‘Dragons Greeting Clouds’, Dr Leo Ruickbie reports on the International Life Science and Parapsychology Studies Association Conference in Ha Long, Vietnam, with comments by Prof. Bernard Carr and Dr Annekatrin Puhle.

PSI IN CHINA
An inside view into academic parapsychology, amateur research and psychic training companies in the People's Republic of China.

PSI TESTS
Prof. Adrian Parker describes testing the psychic ability of children at the Vietnam conference.

SENSING EARTHQUAKES
Dr Julie Svay investigates claims of being able to predict earthquakes using other-than-normal means.

LETTERS
Dr Sheila Joshi continues the discussion on the future of the Society for Psychical Research. Dr Tom Ruffles comments on Simon Bacon’s article on ‘Technology and Ghost Hunting in Film’.

PSI POTENTIAL
Chinese researchers Prof. Yi-Fang Chang and colleagues ask whether blind and normal-sighted children can be trained to use psi.